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ABSTRACT
Swedish research on the dynamic behaviour of heavy vehicle
combinations and proposed regulations on handling performance are reviewed.

Revealed safety problems are listed and

some Steps towards better safety are suggested.
The research was concentrated on the handling performance
in a double lane change manoeuvre studied by means of digit
al computer simulation.

The 10 degrees-of freedom driver

vehicle simulation model used in these studies was validated by full scale tests.
Several

studies on overturning stability were performed,

such as:

full

scale

static

tests;

lateral

sloshing effects

studied by means of servo operated scale models connected
to an analogue computer;

studies of relations between driv

er estimated and calculated overturning risk in real traffic.
The low speed off-tracking problem was investigated separate

ly and its interactions with high-Speed behaviour is discuss
ed.
Performance criteria were
dent risk.

chosen in close relation

Simulation results

to acci-

indicate that the rearmost

unit of an articulated vehicle has the highest risk factors.
Some important design parameters are:
tions,
ration,

steered axle

location,

load condition,

number of articula-

tyre data,

and roll

geometric configu

stiffness.

For road

tankers

with laterally sloshing liquid the overturning risk can be
more than twice the risk with corresponding rigid load.
Regulations were proposed on risk variable limits in different simulated manoeuvres.

The steady-state overturning limit

was prOposed to be at least 4 m/s2.

PREFACE

This paper was presented at the Symposium on Commercial
Vehicle Braking and Handling, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
may 5-7,

1975. The paper

USA,

is included in the proceedings,

available as UM-HSRI 75-6 from the University of Michigan,
Highway Safety Research Institute

(HSRI).

The authors are

grateful to HSRI for their permission to publish this paper
in the report series of the National Swedish Road and Traffic
Research

Institute

(VTI).

Part of this paper is a survey of earlier research at VTI
dealing with heavy vehicles and their dynamics.
can be found in the individual reports.
current work have been

obtained as

More details

New results from

stated below.

The National Swedish Road Safety Office sponsored the
investigation in chapters 4.1 and 4.2.
mathematical model,

Development of the

computer processing and evaluation were

performed by Staffan Nordmark, engineer.
The research project mentioned in chapter 4.3

is sponsored

by the Transport Research Delegation and thanks are due to
several companies for supplying vehicles and drivers.
ject manager is Olle Nordstrom,

Pro-

chief engineer and he has

been assisted by Peter W Arnberg,

senior psychologist,

in

this preliminary evaluation.
Finally,

the project presented in chapter 4.4 is sponsored

by the National Swedish Road Safety Office and has been
kindly supported by various manufacturers.
Strandberg,

senior engineer,

is responsible

Lennart
for

this pro-

ject and the conclusions in the remaining chapters.

Techni-

cal assistance has been provided by the engineers Bengt Goran
Bergdahl,

Mats Lidstrom and Goran Palmqvist during the

laboratory experiments in chapter 4.4.

INTRODUCTION

At the moment no regulations concerning the dynamic behaviour
of heavy vehicle combinations exist in Sweden.

With increas-

ing traffic density and the develOpment oflrnm n:and heavier
vehicle combinations the need of such regulations has become
more and more obvious.

In 1970 the Swedish _Ministry of Communication contracted
the National Swedish Road and Traffic Researcn Institute to
make investigations that have
Nordstrom et al

(1974)

(1972),

been reported earlier by

Backman et

a1

and Nordstrom and Strandberg

(1972),

(1974).

Strandberg

This work will

be summarized in chapters 2 and 3 with some comments for
future discussion.

Later research is reviewed in chapter 4 and will be fully
reported by Nordmark

(1975)

and Strandberg

(1975).

Research

within this problem area is still being done at the institute
as indicated together with conclusions and suggestions for
better safety in chapter 5.
Today Swedish regulations include some issues on brake design
and the first research approach has been directed towards
lateral dynamics and overturning stability.

Therefore no

results from braking tests of commercial vehicles at the
institute are available by now.
It is well known that dynamic coupling exists between lateral and longitudinal vehicle motions,

especially via tyre

characteristics. Consequently the lateral dynamics of a
vehicle seems to be an important factor for braking performance and should be considered also in the design of antilock systems.

In fact,

the most urgent reason for antilock

systems seems to be prevention of lateral and yaw motions
induced by braking.
Anyhow,

the behaviour of articulated vehicles during braking

is a complicated and important safety problem and should
have highest priority in future research.

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Double lane change tests

écepe 2f_tl1_e_mei£1 infeatigetioa
As mentioned above the studies till now have been directed
towards manoeuvres without braking.
combinations

(figure 2.1)

' Tractor semitrailer.
Truck full

Three types of vehicle

were taken into account namely

One articulation

trailer. Two articulations

. Tractor-semitrailer full trailer

(double bottom).

Three

articulations

A double lane change manoeuvre

(figure 2.2)

was chosen as

most suitable for investigation of dynamic phenomena.

Digit

al computer simulation was used as the primary test method,
and full scale field tests were performed for validation

purpose.
gimulatign_technique
The computer program simulated combinations with each vehicle
unit rolling and yawing but not pitching. The road was assum
ed to be flat and horizontal.
were 4

for the leading vehicle sprung mass and 2 for each of

the rear units.
similar

Thus the degrees-of freedom

See figure 2.3. The vehicle models were

to the revised models

described in

An inverse steering procedure called DAVIS

section 4.1 below.

see figure 2.4

was develOped in order to get comparable simulation results
for the investigated vehicle combinations.

The procedure made

the leading vehicle in every vehicle combination follow the
same trajectory and lateral acceleration time history,
independent of vehicle parameters,

load or load distribution.

Other methods of steering along a predetermined path have
been found in the literature before - Chiesa and Rinonapo-

li (1969)

- and after - Eshleman and Desai

(1972)

this

investigation.
The test course illustrated in figure 2.5 was selected as
input for the inverse steering and has been used in all
simulations except some validation runs. The acceleration
peak values were 1.75 m/s2 and its time history was composed
by harmonic and linear functions of time. The lateral deviation peak value was 3.0 m.
to maintain a constant

The tractive force was selected

speed of normally 70 km/h i.e. 43 mph.

The validation tests showed that DAVIS and the mathematical
vehicle model give simulation results well coinciding with
field test results,

see figure 2.6.

In order to get prOper

vehicle data some methods and apparatus were developed by
Nordstrom et al

(1972)

for measurement of tyre characteris-

tics, centre of gravity heights, yaw and roll moment of
inertia,

roll

stiffness,

roll

damping,

effective track width

etc.

.l.3

aegigeaarisr _c_r_i_t_e_r_i_a
The double lane change manoeuvre

(figure 2.5)

was considered

to be sufficiently severe for the simulations and it is
closely related to a real traffic situation

(figure 2.2).

This connection to reality is important for valid results as
the stability of nonlinear systems depends on the input.
Also the

figures of merit,

or risk criteria,

were selected

in order to be closely related to the real accident risk.
So,

the

comparisons between simulations with different vehic-

le combinations were based mainly on the so called risk
factors:

The lateral acceleration in the centre of gravity of each
unit was

a

measure

of

the

manoeuvre

violence;

Ihe sideslip_angle§ acted as measures of friction utilization and skidding risk.

They also indicated to what extent

simultaneous braking would have been possible.

Ehe overturning £i§k_Ry was calculated from the relative
wheel loads.

The formula shows that overturning has started

when the risk factor value
RV

(RV)

exceeds unity.

Dynamic wheel load on left side _ 1
Static wheel load on left side

RV was always calculated for each axle.
was also evaluated for all
tractor+semitrailer,

When apprOpriate,

axles together on a truck,

and on full

RV

on

trailer.

Ehe lateral deyiations of each axle indicated the necessary
lateral space and if the simulated manoeuvre caused a colli
sion or driving off the road.
To estimate the

requirements on the

driver,

the

time history

of the steer angle was always examined and a quantity called
the rearwa£d_risk.fagtor_ampli£igatign was introduced. It is
defined as the ratio between the risk factor maximum of a
rear unit and of the leading vehicle.

If the rearward ampli-

fication exceeds unity the driver may perceive the manoeuvre
as less risky than it really is.

His sensory input comes

mainly from the leading vehicle, due to the poor feedback
from the

rear units

in

an articulated

combination.

90mpleting_investigations gn_vehicle§ designed_fgr_r§duced

eff-Ersckiag

Outwards off-tracking transients occured in the double lane
change tests at high speed.

CorreSponding steady-state pheno-

menon - see section 5.3 - has been described by Strandberg
(1974)

and no additional investigation on this specific sub-

ject was regarded as necessary.

However,

awareness of this problem gave the impulse to a few

full scale tests with three vehicle combinations equipped with
different axle

steering arrangements.

designed for reduction of kinematic,
occuring at a low speed.)

(The axle steering is

inwards off tracking

The subjective impressions from

these dynamic tests were partly alarming and it was decided
.to expand the simulation

model and computer program for a

thorough investigation of similar vehicle configurations.
The first

results,

presented

in

section 4.2,

coincide with

the impressions mentioned above.
Overturning limit in steady-state cornering
Empirical data on overturning limits were evaluated from full
scale static tests.

Steady state cornering

(figure 2.7)

simulated by substitution of the resultant force
the gravity force.

was

(F) with

The wheels of the full scale loaded vehicle

was positioned on platforms, one for each axle. The platforms
were inclined - by hydraulic actuators - the angle d to the
horizontal
axles.

plane around an axis perpendicular to the vehicle

See figure 2.8.

The inertia force m - SA was then

simulated by the gravity force component mg sin d. As the
other component was mg cos d the simulated mass of the vehicle
was

m cos d

SA

:

and the

W

mcosoc

:

simulated

g

When the upper wheels
loosed contact,

tan

lateral acceleration:

0"

(correspond to the inside of the bend)

the inclination dV was measured and this gave

the overturning limit SAV

Low speed off tracking
The low speed off-tracking phenomenon was investigated separately by Nordstrom and Eldrot

(1974). As this problem is of

kinematic nature it was decided to compare the space demand
from different vehicle combinations with the aid of a simple
scale model.

lO

PROPOSED DEMANDS AND TEST METHODS

The aim for prOposed demands and regulations were:
-

as close connection to the actual safety problems as
possible

-

demands on driver-vehicle performance instead of restric
tions on vehicle design that might prevent progress

° easy supervision of regulations assuming that today s
technology

(e.g.

computer simulation)

can be utilized.

Double lane change manoeuvre behaviour
For Swedish type approval it was prOposed that each vehicle
combination must be able to make the manoeuvre according to

figure 2.2 and 2.5. The speed should be at least 70 km/h
with the vehicle units fully loaded according to the steady
state overturning limit specification

see next section.

The following demands were specified as minimum performance
during non braking conditions:
- No overturning risk is allowed to exceed unity.
Side slip angles must not exceed 150 milliradians
(i.e.

8.6 degrees)

at any moment.

As a check on the oscillatory damping,

all side slip angles

must be smaller than 20 m rad after passing the point where
the front axle has maintained straight course for 75 metres.
The rearwards amplification for the

side slip angles was

suggested to be maximum 2.0. A much smaller value is desir
able but it was regarded to be difficult to achieve without
some years research on new vehicle design principles.
. To assure that driving off the road or obstacle collision
has not occured,

the axle centra trajectories must stay

within certain limits demonstrated by figure 3.1.
In the discussions
was concluded

subsequent to these demand prOposals it

that the overturning risk limit

should concern

ll

vehicle units instead of separate axles,

see section 2.1.3

(RV 3 l for one axle only does not necessarily mean overtur-'
ning).
It was evident that the overturning risk rearwards amplification should have a limit in conformity with the side slip
angles.
The overturning risk in this manoeuvre is not neglectable
even if the demand in next section is fulfilled. This evidence
and the variability of driver and road are serious drawbacks
for full scale tests.

Thus,

computer simulation was regarded

as the most reasonable test method.

It will also allow tests

of many vehicle combinations and of vehicles that are designed but not yet manufactured.
It has been questionned if it is satisfactory to use a more
simple vehicle model compared to what has been used till now see sections 2.1.2 and 4.1.

Excluding the roll degree-of-

freedom will eliminate a large amount of data handling,
schematic assumptions,
deSigns,

and program modifications for new

without necessarily affect the overall judgement -

approval or not - on the tested combination.

(The demands on

maximum values and rearward amplification of the overturning
risks might be substituted with corresponding demands on the
lateral accelerations.)

Then it is assumed that the risk

variable limits are more restrictive and that the full scale
steady-state cornering tests - see sections 3.2 and 3.4 must be passed by each vehicle unit and combination.

However,

in order to put apprOpriate vehicle data into the computer,
some schematic assumptions and approximations are necessary
even after this

simplification - mainly tyre characteristics

and load configuration.
Steady state overturning limit
According to the

overturning

limit measurements

-

see

section
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2.2

and figure 3.2 - the limit 4 m/s2 was regarded as a

reasonable minimum,

achievable with moderate limitations

on design and

So, it was prOposed as a demand for type

load.

approval of load carrying vehicle units.

In practice,

this

demand will set an upper limit for the load (center of
gravity)

height to be specified for each vehicle and to be

reCorded in the inspection certificate.
The selection of this specific number as the limit, can be

and has been criticized- It may be too low to cause a notice
able decrease in overturning accidents and it may be so high
that many existing vehicles will have a load limit too un
favourable for economical use. On the other hand the technic
al conditions for a reduction of the overturning risk have
been favourable for decades but has so far not been utilized

to any further extent. Thus.some kind of legislation seems
neCessary to make the outeof date vehicle design principles
out of use,as well.

Anyhow, an overturning limit must be set at some value to
protect road users from vehicles designed and loaded in such

a way that they will overturn for manoeuvres regarded as
completely harmless by the average road user.

The test methOd used in the investigation (figure 2.8) could
not be substituted by theoretical calculations because of
poor accuracy in preestimations of effective track width

(see ceff in figure 2.7)

and spring parameters. The method

was recommended for future type tests.

'LOW'speedtoffetracking
For reasons of simplicity and general conformity to regula
tions in other countries a circle driving approval test was
suggested.
The proposed demand requires the vehicle to be driven between
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two concentric circles defined by 15 m and 7.3 m radius.
No part of the vehicle is allowed to exceed the circles.
The circles shall be entered along a tangent and no part of
the outer edge of the vehicle must offset more than 0,5 m
from the tangent.

The test has been designed under consider

ation of the Swedish 24 m length limit for vehicle combinations and of the results from model studies and mathematical

calculations.

Steady-state high speed off-tracking
The proposed limitation of space requirement in the double
lane change manoeuvre was completed by the following demand.
Off-tracking towards the outside of the curve must not
exceed 0.5 m in a curve defined by a speed of 70 km/h and a
lateral

acceleration 2

m/sZ.

The lateral

be maintained during five seconds.

acceleration should

The vehicles

should carry

maximum load with the centre of gravity at maximum height
according to the overturning limit measurements.
Even the specific limits in this demand can be criticized in
terms similar to those in section 3.2. The most serious arbitrariness is not eliminated until the tyre-road characteristics
have been specified.
If the road surface variability can be kept within a small
region,

full

scale testing is a reasonable method in this

case. To avoid expensive multiple tests, when the tested
vehicle will

be connected to

several others,

the test could

be performed with the worst combination - according to preceeding computer

simulations with simplified vehicle models

and schematic tyre characteristics.

l4

LATE

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Further develOpment of the mathematical model and
computer program
The mathematical model used in the earlier simulation has
lately been slightly changed and eXpanded to permit studies
of steerable axles.

It is now possible to simulate heavy

vehicle combinations with up to three articulation points.
Double axles are allowed and these may be either axle- or
parallel-steered.
To obtain a reasonably small number of equations
simplifications were

several

introduced in the mathematical model

and the most important of these are listed below.
1.

Roll

axes are

assumed to be fixed

and horizontal

and

run through the centres of gravity for the unsprung
masses.

Thus

the mass centre of each vehicle does

not

move relatively to the sprung mass.
2.

Pitch motion is neglected.

3.

Roll angles are considered to be small.

4.

Camber angles are neglected.

5.

Roll and compliance

6.

The road is

considered to be flat

no vertical movement

7.

steering effects

is

are neglected.

and horizontal,

and

included.

The inertia tensor of the sprung mass is assumed to be
diagonal at zero roll angle when computed in a system
with origin at the Sprung mass centre of gravity,

verti-

cal z axis

and
horizontal x-axis pointing in the forward

direction.

A similar assumption is made for the unsprung

mass .
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8.

The tyres are considered to be rigid. Consequently the
unsprung masses have no freedom to roll.

9.

The side slip angle for all wheels on one axle are regarded as equal and calculated at the axle centre.

For the vehicle combination with three articulation points
the program is based upon 16 equations of motion.
responding numbers are 12 and 8

The cor

for combinations with two and

one articulation points respectively. The following variables
are solved from these equations by an elimination method.
1.

Longitudinal and lateral acceleration of the leading
vehicle c.g.

2.

Yaw angle acceleration for each unit in the vehicle
combination.

3.

Roll angle acceleration for each unit in the vehicle
combination.

4.

Horizontal coupling forces in each articulation point.

In order to avoid numerical instability due to high frequency
components caused by small

inertia and largespring constants

when a dolly is present in the combination,

the dolly roll

angle is determined by the rear trailer roll angle via a
simple genmetric condition. Thus, the original number of
equations might have been reduced with one,

tion is left to the computer.

but

this elimina

This approach is a compromise

between two extreme possibilities, Mikulcik

(1968) that

eliminates all excessive variables and Shapley

(1972)

that

leaves all thework to the computer.
The program structure is fairly conventional using a fourthorder Runge Kutta method.

To make it easier to use the program

in most computers the new and expanded version has been

l6

written in FORTRAN IV instead of IBM 360 CSMP that was used
earlier. COmputer cost is approximately 7 US dollars per real
time second when about 70 variables are printed

(5 times per

real time Second).
Due to difficulties to measure or obtain data from manufactu
rers concerning centre of gravity positions and inertia moments
a program has been developed which calculates these quantities
approximately from more easily obtainable data e.g.

dimensions

and weights of different parts of the vehicle.
The programs have been develOped and run on an EAI PACER 100
and the simulation results are stored on disk.

Risk factors

and other relevant variables are then computed and plotted
by an evaluation program utilizing the TEKPLOT subroutine

package as supplied with the EAI/l415 Graphic Computer Termin
al

(Tektronix 4010).

Simulations of vehicles designed for reduced off tracking

Karistios 2f_m_i_d_<il_e_ axlejesitios 2f_f21l frailer
As pointed out in section 2.1.4 some of the full scale tests
with vehicle combinations equipped with axle steering did

give some bad results. The simulation program permits differ
ent kinds of steering (axle- and parallel-)
axle positions.

It was decided to study a 24 m truck-full

trailer combination with
trailer

and variation of

(figure 4.1).

double rear axles at both truck and

The rearmost axle 78B is steerable and

its steer angle is determined by the difference between dolly
and trailer yaw angles. The trailer is designed for small
sideslip angles at low speed,
the position of axle
geometry
I

so the steer ratio depends on

78 and can be computed with elementary

(figure 5.3a).

Three simulations were carried through:

Middle axle positioned as in a conventional bogie.
L78 =

0.86

°

LB 78
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II

Middle axle moved forward to a position with
L78 = 0.75

III

LB 78

Middle axle further
L78 =

0.5

°

advanced.

LB 78

limifafiens 2f_simEl§ti02 model
The only vehicle parameters varied were middle axle position and steer ratio. Naturally,

other parameters as well

should have been changed like centre of gravity position,
yaw moment of inertia and so on but the influence of these
changes were estimated as negligable.
More important is that the same axle loads were used in all
the three runs.

That means that a construction,

which

distributes the loads evenly between the axles 78 and 78B
is used on the trailer.

For simplicity it was also assumed

that no forces and torques were transmitted between the dolly
and the steered axle via the

steering arrangement, which

implies some kind of servo assistance.

Besults frsmlsimglstioas
The risk factors mentioned in section 2.1.3 have been plotted in diagrams.

The double lane change manoeuvre is divid-

ed in three parts.
A

the entry section

B

the middle section

C

the departure section

and in each of these the risk factor maxima are plotted. The
results confirm qualitatively the earlier full scale tests.
The performance of the full trailer becomes gradually worse
as the middle axle is advanced,
al deviations

of

trailer

in

ending with very large later

simulation III.
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Notice the strikingly small influence from the different
trailers

on the truck,

all three runs.

which behaves almost

identically in

The driver will notice almost no difference

between acceptable performance by the trailer in simulation
I and the rather startling oscillations exhibited in simula
tion III. This can clearly be seen in figure 4.5 where the
overturning risks for the truck

(RVl4)

and the full trailer

(RV58) are plotted as functions of time. To demonstrate the
magnitude of

lateral oscillations,

the

trajectories of

the

centre of the rearmost axle have been plotted in figure 4.7.
In terms of the demands described in section 3.1 only the
combination I will pass. Combination II does not satisfy the
rearward amplification demand on side slip angles.

The re-

maining combination III does not pass in any respect except
for the first demand on overturning risk and that is with

a very small margin (see RV 56,

figure 4.4 course section C).

The tendency revealed in these simulations can intuitively
be attributed to two main reasons. First,

steering of the

rearmost axle will reduce the available side force from that
axle and second, moving the middle axle forward will considerably shorten the distance between the dolly and this axle
and thus reduce the stabilizing torque around the trailer
king pin for given side forces. Corresponding phenomenon
during steady-state can be explained in terms of side slip
angles

Drivers

(cf section 5.3).

estimation of overturning risks related to

computed risk
The reason for proposing demands on overturning stability
is to increase safety.
"technical"

If the drivers use this increased

safety for higher cornering speeds the accidents

might not decrease but just be more severe.

In order to study

if such a tendency could be expected, an investigation on'
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drivers of road tankers has

been made.

The investigation was made in real traffic during regular
distribution trips.

The vehicles were instrumented to record

lateral acceleration,
cabin,

roll angle velocity of the drivers

and driving speed.

The measured data was stored in

analogue form on magnetic tape for later A/D conversion and

data processing. The drivers were accompanied by a test
leader who Operated the instrumentation and made interviews
with the drivers.

Each vehicle was

studied during a complete

distribution trip. Data were recorded only in the curves.
After each curve the driver was asked to estimate how much
faster he could negotiate the curve without overturning.
each curve a number of road data were noted manually.
about

2500

For

Totally

curves have been examined.

About 50 different vehicles and vehicle combinations such as
single vehicles,
were

semitrailers and

studied under

various

trucks with full

road conditions.

trailers

The overturning

stability of each vehicle has been calculated and several
vehicles have undergone static overturning test in fully
loaded condition.

Evaluation of the results is not yet completed, but it can
already be said that the drivers tend to overestimate the
possible cornering capacity of the vehicle at low speeds
and underestimate it at high speeds irrespectively of loading
condition. These results are illustrated in figure 4.8.
The results are consistent with earlier investigations - e.g.
Ritchie et al

(1968).

In connection to these studies an inquiry has been made on
a larger number of drivers of road tankers. The results show
that the drivers regard braking and overturning as serious
problems. Antilocking devices

are eXpected to give consider-

able improvement in braking safety. The results have been
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reported by Tydén (1975).
Overturning risk due to lateral sloshing in road tankers)

Besssne and seeds for researsh
Regulations exist on the design and loading of road tankers
to decrease longitudinal

sloshing effects.

Transversal

baffles and additional walls are conventional designs to keep

the liquid motions within specified limits in a partially
loaded tank.

However,

sloshing forces are nOt completely

prevented and if the tank design is conventional - longitudinal cylinders with sharp corners at the transversal walls
sloshing is easily perceivable for the driver.
No regulations exist in Sweden to prevent or decrease lateral
sloshing and its effect on the overturning tendency. Due to
the conventional tank design - horizontal cylinders with
smoothly rounded longitudinal walls - it is possible that
drivers are less aware of this phenomenon than of longitudinal sloshing.
Full

scale steady-state cornering simulations - method as

section 2.2

have been reported by Isermann

in

(1970). Tables

from Isermann show that the overturning limit will increase
from 3.2 m/s2 to 3.6 m/sZ only, when the liquid load is
decreased

from 100%

to

50%

of the volume.

Dynamic sloshing has been investigated analytically

Budiansky
Bauer

(1960), Dodge

(1972)

explained.

(1966), Roberts et al (1966)

see e.g.

and

where qualitative effects are revealed and

However,

simulation with scale models is more

straightforward and sometimes the only possible method for
less simple tank boundaries.
Many dynamic
reported

sloshing experiments with scale models are

see e.g.

Silveira et al

(1961),

Stofan and Sumner
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(1963),

Sumner

(1964), and Abramson

(1966)

are known where the tanks are horizontal
McCarty and Stephens

(1960).

- but only a few

cylinders,

see e.g.

Not even these reports give data

sufficient for calculation of corresponding overturning risks
with the tanks mounted on conventional road vehicles. Thus
it was decided to perform the experiments that are summarized in the following sections.
.4.2

257261919. £u11_ssale_e_>spsrimsn£s
Full scale dynamic experiments were performed using a truck
with outrigger in a double lane change manoeuvre.
4.9 from Jansson

See figure

(1973). The purpose of the eXperiments was

to investigate the overturning stabilizing effects from
anti roll bars compared to baffles. The results should contribute to the details of a legislation proposal in Norway.
The tests were performed with 6 m3 and 8 m3 water load
occupying

50% and 75% respectively of the tank volume. The

vertically mounted longitudinal baffles covered 50% of the
longitudinal section area at both sides 0.4 m from the
symmetry axis of the tank. The cross-section contour was
similar to the tank model

in figure 4.11b. The roll stiff-

nessv ijmnuzanti roll bars was 1.1
and 2.9

'

105 Nm/rad in the front

105 Nm/rad in the rear.

The trajectory was defined according to figure 2.5 with the
lateral translation peak 8.8 m and with the manoeuvre length
80 m.

Thus variation of speed caused variations of lateral

acceleration peaks and oscillation frequency. Unfortunately
the real manoeuvre frequencies seem to have been too low for
liquid resonance and low enough to make high roll resistance
and antinall bars favourable. This evidence is supported by
the results from scale model simulations performed later and
reviewed in the following sections.
These frequency relations and the uncertainty in Optimal
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baffle design must be kept in mind when interpreting the
results

in the

table below

Load

Anti roll

volume

bars

from Jansson

(1973).

Overturning speed
km/h

%

No baffles
50

No

50

Yes

75

No

75

?

'

33

7

-

38

45

'

Yes

With baffles

f

Not tested

32

'

35

42

'

45

l I

' EYEan-E Ecélé Eoéel : EOEPEtErlsimElitio

Eegheia us

The liquid forces from laterally moving tank models,
lle,

together with

its acceleration were used

scaled

as input

signals to vehicle models in an analogue computer. See figure
4.10 and 4.12. The tank motion was applied by a hydraulic
servo as harmonic oscillations or double lane change manoeuv+
res.

The main purpose was to investigate the influence from

sloShing on the overturning risk with a few common tank types
and within a relevant oscillation frequency range. The influ
ence

from baffles will be

Scaling rules

see e.g.

studied

Dalzell

later.

required time

(1966)

scaling of the analogue computer program.

In order to

maintain the prOportion between inertia and viscous internal
forces when the model

1 cSt = 1 - 10 6

m2/s)

to be combustible oil
were used

liquid was water

(kinematic viscosity

the full scale liquid

was supposed

(~32 cSt). Corresponding densities

when the liquid forces were scaled and put into the

vehicle models.

However,

the large value of Reynolds number

indicate that viscous forces are small compared to inertia
forces.

So,

limited variations of the viscosity will not

affect the results seriously.
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The vehicle models were very simple with only one or two
degrees-of freedom.
the computer

They were simultaneously simulated in

(refer to figure 4.12)

and differed in the follo

wing respects:
Index OR

Zero roll angle.

Rigid load. All lateral

computed from the accelerometer voltage.

forces
Force

transducers neglected.
Index OS - Zero roll angle.

Sloshing load.

from the transducers
Index PR - Rolling vehicle.

Liquid forces

voltages.

Rigid load.

Roll axis accelera-

tion from the accelerometer or directly from the
computer.

Load forces computed from the Sprung

mass roll motion.

Force transducers neglected.

Unfortunately it was not possible to simulate a rolling
vehicle with sloshing load. For comparability - and sometimes for computing stability - the predetermined lateral
acceleration

(SA

in figure 4.13)

had to refer to a part

of the vehicle that was not rolling. Then the lateral acceleration of the tank

(SAO)

which included a roll component -

would not be independent of the vehicle model and the sloshing
forces.

This made closed loop computation necessary.

the accelerometer feedback to the hydraulic
a successful

However,

servo was not

strategy and these simulations had to be

cancelled.

In simulations with PR-models,

the peaks of SAO were sometimes

more than twice as large compared to the SA

L

peaks.

Therefore

Open 100p computation, based upon the approximation SA : SAL,
is not an acceptable way to simulate rolling vehicles with
sloshing load.
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The influence

from sloshing on the overturning risk - computed

like in section 2.1.3

was evaluated from comparisons bet-

ween the OR and the OS vehicle models. Model data and acceleration

of the

time histories were

identical,

except

that

the load

OR model was assumed to be rigidly fixed to the tank.

The ratio between the overturning risk peaks was called the
sloshing factor:
RVOS peak
SFAC =

RVOR peak

Corresponding evaluation of the influence from roll stiffness
was performed by comparisomsbetween the
stiffness)

and each of the TR models

next section).

w
.4.4

FAC

=

0R model

(infinite roll

(roll stiffness data in

The rolling factor was defined analogously by:

RV Rpeak

f

RVOR peak

Simulation data
Three tank cross-section configurations were used,

4.11.

see figure

In the following they will be called C for "Circular",

E for "Elliptic"

and S for "Superelliptic"

even if the E and

S boundaries are not defined by mathematical eXpressions
corresponding to their symbols. The liquid loads that were
used occupied 0%,

50%

75%

or 100%

of

the

tank volume.

The

simulation runs with 0% and 100% were made mainly for checking
the eXperimental set up.
Vehicle data were assessed with the aid of different manufac
tures and according to experience from previous measurements.
The data were supposed to correspond to a trailer with two
axles. Without load its gross weight was

5000 kg and with 75%

load volume the gross weight was 20000 kg.
the roll

stiffness constant was

or 1.2 - 106 Nm/rad (high).

0.6

-

For the WR model

lO6 Nm/rad

(standard)
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The simulated manoeuvre in each run was either stationary
harmonic oscillation
change

(abbreviation H)

(abbreviation D).

or one double lane

The acceleration peaks were kept

within the range 1.5 to 3.0 m/s2.

When oscillation frequency

is mentioned it will always refer to full

scale motion.

(Due to insufficiencies in the hydraulic servo the motion was
not exactly harmonic,

which explains some irregularities in

figure 4.11).
The spectral density of the acceleration time history in the
double

lane change manoeuvre

(D as in DAVIS)

has not been

evaluated. The following eXpression - called the DAVIS
frequency in the text - has been used as a frequency label
for the double lane change manoeuvre. The time when Y<<O
is regarded as half a period,

fD
.4.5

_

1

(T 6 'tT 7)

cf figure 2.5.

(T2-+T3)

§imulsfiea_£§§2l§§
With 50%

load volume sloshing factors up to 2.3 were found for

harmonic oscillation frequencies low enough to be likely to
occur in normal driving.
change

(D)

See figure 4.14.

Also the double lane

manoeuvre caused sloshing factors slightly above

2.0 for the S and E tanks. The C

tank seems to be the most

favourable because ot its lower sloshing factors and higher
resonance frequency.
baffles are added,

However,

the S tank will probably represent the

best contour among these
assumption is due to the
tional vehicle

if some large longitudinal

horizontal tank cylinders.

This

lower centre of gravity with conven-

designs.

The E tank was tested in 0.3 Hz and 0.4 Hz D manoeuvres with
75% load,
1.6.

as well. The sloshing factor varied between 1.4 and

Larger sloshing factors will probably be exhibited by

the 75% S tank considering its cross sectional shape and the
results with

50%

load.
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The sloshing factors are

supposed to indicatelxnm

between real and driver estimated overturning risk.

gzthe ratio
Of course,

an experienced driver will be better aware of the problem.

But

if the sloshing occurs in a full trailer, much of the sloshing
force feedback - that is important for learning and adaptation
of steering behaviour - will
It

never be perceived by the driver.

is easier for the driver to be

effects if they occur in the

aware of

truck itself.

lateral

However,

sloshing

the irre-

gular characteristics of sloshing and the phase shifts between acceleration and overturning risk - see figure 4.ll will make adaptation of steering behaviour almost impossible.
In figure 4.15a the overturning risk peak values with 0%,
50%,

75% and 100% load volume are related to each other. It is

evident that unloading the vehicle may increase the dynamic
overturning risk.

This is even more alarming than Isermann s

results for steady-state - see section 4.4.1

although no

rolling effects have been considered here.
Regarding rolling vehicles with rigid load - see figure
4.15b - it is apparent that pure rolling may increase the
overturning risk with the same ratio as pure sloshing.

However,

the rolling phenomenon in itself is well known to the driver,
without irregular effects and hence easy to adapt the steering
to.

Even if no simulations have been performed with simultaneous
rolling and sloshing,

it is evident that the risk factors

due to sloshing effects will be further increased by the roll
motions of the
section 4.4.3).

tank

(see comments on the SAG/SA

L

ratio in
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SAFETY PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS

Articulation and driver vehicle dynamics
The possibility for vehicle movements that are uncontrollable
for the driver, will increase With the number of articulations
and degrees of freedom.

In addition,

the driver in an articu-

lated vehicle combination has very small possibilities to
judge and observe the dynamic

state of the rear vehicles.

Inertia and steering wheel forces (vestibular, kinesthetic
and tactilecnmx

are often unaffected by the motions of the

rear vehicles and the visual information via mirrors is
unsatisfactory.
The dynamic controllability,
state

(see section 5.3)

observability and the steady-

evidence against articulation for

high speed manoeuvres was reinforced by the dynamic behaviour
in the double lane change simulations. All simulations at
high speed showed the largest risk factor values for the rear
most vehicle unit and for the highest articulation number
among comparable vehicle combinations. One example is found
in figure 5.1 where a truck-full trailer

(two articulations)

is compared with a tractor-semitrailer full
articulations)

trailer

(three

in different speeds.

Overturning - a primary risk for commercial vehicles
In many accidents commercial vehicles will overturn, without
the primary cause

being skidding and driving off the road.

This is not surprising because commercial vehicles often have
comparatively poor overturning stability. The accident
accounts may be incorrect in many of these cases.

When a

vehicle is overturning the load is transferred to the outer
wheels in the bend causing skidding tracks.

Thus the skidding

might be accounted for beeing the primary cause of the
accident.

Because of the well-known nonlinearities of tyre characteristics,

the skid tendency will decrease as a secondary effect,

when the-overturning stability is improved - see Strandberg
(1974).
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Due to the problems with driver perception,

rearward risk fac

tor amplification and driver training in control of irregular
phenomena highest priority should be given to design,

legi-

slative and educational improvements for
.

trailers and rear vehicle units more than for the leading
vehicle in articulated combinations

.

vehicles with liquid load

The off tracking design Conflict
Low speed off tracking is a wellknown problem for long vehicle combinations in sharp curves.

At high speed and large

sideslip angles off tracking towards the outside of the curve
will occur.
drivers than

This phenomenon is probably less known to the
the

"classic",

low

speed off-tracking.

Further-

more it is often impossible for the driver to observe the
outer track of the

rear vehicle.

The outside off-tracking can be reduced by shortening the combination,

reducing

the number of free articulations,

using

tyres with high cornering stiffness etc. Unfortunately one
common method to reduce low speed off tracking
tion)

(i.e.

will also increase the high Speed off-tracking.

articulaSee

figure 5.2.
Another low-speed oriented design
axles)

(spread and steered rear

is based mainly upon kinematics,

as well. When corne-

ring at a low speed the sideslip angles are small compared to
relative yaw angles between vehicle units

(figure 5.3a). Then

the conventional axle steering will work in the desired way.

When cornering at a higher speed

(figure 5.3b) the rear

axles of the trailer will deviate outwards instead of inwards
compared to the truck. As the axle 9-10 is so steered that
its extension will pass through A,

its sideslip angle will

be considerably smaller than for the other axles of the
trailer.

Therefore,

the axles 5-6 and 7 8 will be subjected

to an unreasonably large proportion of the inertia forces.
So the outwards off-tracking will be larger than with a fixed
bogie arrangement similar to that in figure 5.2a.
dency appears in dynamic manoeuvres
4.2.

This ten-

as well - see section
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The spreading of axles may cause other problems,

too.

If the

vehicle frame is rigid and no pitch articulation is introduced
between the spread axles,

force distributions induced by road

unevenness will stress the road and the vehicle abnormally.
Braking performance
The braking performance of heavy commercial vehicles has
till now not been studied experimentally or theoretically
to any greater extent at the institute.

The braking of heavy

vehicles and heavy vehicle combinations in particular is
regarded as an important problem though.

Research in this

field is planned to take place at the institute in the near
future.

The performance of antilock brake systems seems to

be the central problem.
The Swedish ESV-research program Steerability During Emergency Braking, which concerned passenger cars with antilock
brakes,

has pointed out three essential criteria which must

be considered:
Stability
Steerability
Brakeability
Stability was defined as the ability to resist external
disturbances and keep the deviation from the intended course
at a minimum.

It was studied by measurements of the vehicle

sideslip angle.
Steerability was defined as the ratio between the

lateral

deviation from brake appliCation to stand still and the
braking distance,

see figure 5.4.

Brakeability was based on the mean deceleration during
braking in a curve

2

a

curv

e

V0
'
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3O

ll

(I)

velocity at brake application
braking distance

Brakeability was defined as

a

curve

where

alocked wheels
alocked wheels

= mean deceleration during braking straight
ahead with locked wheels.

Braking in a curve with simultaneous brake application and
step steering was recommended as test procedure. The steering
input was defined to give minimum curve radius for the actual
vehicle without brake application.

The following test condi-

tions Were prOposed:
Minimum and maximum vehicle load
Low friction surface at 50 km/h

(studded winter tyres on ice)

High friction surface at 90 km/h (dry asphalt)
The recommended minimum performance was
Stability:vehicle sideslip angle less than 200
Steerability and brakeability:

recommended area in figure 5.5

Stability performance on ice turned out to be critical even
with

studded tyres.

So,

it was

concluded that tests on a

low friction surface with properties similar to ice are important for the evaluation of antilocking brake systems.
Balancing of the rotational wheel slip percentage between
the axles was
stability

shown to be of major importance for the

during braking.

Similar performance criteria and recommendations might be
used for commercial vehicles.

However,

the stability prob-

lems for vehicle combinations are more complicated than for
single cars

(the rotational wheel slip must be balanced

between many axles mounted on different vehicle units).
Braking on ice is regarded as an essential problem in Sweden.
Little seems

to have been done

to vehicle

combinations in
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this problem area.

So,

the research at the institute is

intended to concentrate on low friction braking problems.
Interdisciplinary steps towards better safety
The nature of the revealed
disciplinary solutions.

safety problems imply inter-

Legislative measures seem to be

necessary to achieve obvious safety improvements in commercial vehicle design.

Total system improvements by vehicle

design require knowledge on the sensory-motor characteristics of the driver,

apart from knowledge on vehicle dynamics.

Some problems can not be solved quickly enough by technological measures and should be emphasized in road user education.

£29;§l§§i92_§2§_2§§2_m§229§§
A successful application of the major aims for regulations
listed below
performance

the headline of chapter 3
(instead of design)

will use proper

demands to produce a

spontaneous develOpment towards vehicles with better safety/
economy ratio.
allow more

Certain improvements

load to be carried,

in vehicle design will

which seems to be the most

important competition factor among commercial vehicle manu
facturers and users.

Many times,

finding relevant performance criteria is a

research problem in itself,

as for antilock systems in

articulated vehicle combinations.
method might be a problem,

as well

Finding a reliable test
e.g.

how to make a

suitable check on the overturning limit of certain road
tankers.
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Evidently the many possibilities to combine or connect
commercial vehicles by articulations may cause paradoxical
effects.

Improvements in the leading vehicle handling

performance may deteriorate the overall driver-vehicle safe
ty due to the rearwards risk factor amplification etc.
In checking the elementary dynamics of different vehicle
combination,
method.
more

computer simulation seems to be a reasonable

Tables with permitted-or-not combinations will be

cumbersome to handle,

and

(again)

it

represents a

demand on design - not on performance.
Full

scale tests are suggested for certain details of the

demands where mathematical modelling is dubious or data
collection is difficult.

This is also preferable for type

tests when corresponding checks will have to be repeated
regularly because of fatigue and wear e.g.

in future

antilock braking systems.
In order to reduce the number of overturning accidents it
has been suggested to introduce different speed limits for
different centre of gravity heights.
though - see Taragin
and Neuhardt

(1974)

Several

investigations

(l954),Ritchie et al CUM H and Herrin
have shown that most drivers utilize

larger lateral accelerations at low speeds than at high
speeds. As many overturnings occur at a low speed such
limits would

not be very effective.

In addition,

different

speed limits for different types of vehicles will introduce
new hazards due to

disturbances in the

traffic flow.

Independentc fregulations and test methods,

research must

continue to reveal presently unknown problems and to
continously adapt legislation to the needs of community.

Yehi9l§_§s§i92
Even if it has not been in the line of the investigations to
suggest suitable designs,

this subject is often discussed.

The regulation proposals must be realistic and the unspoken
aim is an increase in road safety with no evident deterioration of tranSport economics. Some suggestions are mentioned
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below without rank ordering.

The effort should be concentra

ted on trailers and whole combinations,
trucks

a)

not primarily on

and tractors.

Use the space between axles and wheels to lower the center
of gravity.

Selfsupporting containers,

independent wheel

suspension and modular tanks as vertical cylinders
lowered between wheels and axles may help.

b) With the suggested road tanker design (vertical cylinders)
sloshing could be completely eliminated by a piston
arrangement in each tank that will be partially loaded.

c) Utilize as large a nominal and effective track as possible
(super-single tyres may be favourable).
Utilize maximum lateral distance between adjacent springs
and perhaps anti-roll bars to obtain better roll stiff
ness .

Avoid large overhangs and combinations with unsuitable
length distribution.
Place the tow pin as far ahead as possible and be careful with long drawbars.
Minimize the risk for lateral oscillations at high speed
having few articulations and dynamically acceptable
control strategy for articulation yaw and steered axles.
Maybe side force or speed could be used as input in such
strategies.

Research will be performed on these questions

at the institute. As yet not tested,

but perhaps a

favourable solution is a double-articulated combination
consisting of a tractor with two

semitrailers and

appropriate control of articulation yaw movements etc.
An alternative might be a single-articulated combination
consisting of a truck and semitrailer similarly controlled.

h) DevelOp well functioning brake control systems

(load

sensitive and anti locking). Why not develOp dynamic
force transducers that can be used for brake systems as
well as load indication and perhaps also for instruments
or warning signals

indicating the overturning risk.
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i)

Increase the continous feed back of the vehicle s dynamic
state

to

the driver.

movements,

Modified servo

assistance,

seat

tactile displays, acoustic warnings and head

up collimated visual displays may be used.
Road user education

In order to maximize the overall efficiency and safety,
education and training are necessary complements to legislation and vehicle design.
considered to be

However,

these steps should not be

substitutes for immediate technological

measures when they are possible.
Some vehicle dynamics phenomena are vaguely known and should
be explained in driver education to make the requirements
on the drivers more reasonable.

Results from research must

be spread and used in education of other road users as well.
This will contribute to a smaller number of accidents
caused by - now understandable - overestimations of commercial vehicle handling and braking performance.
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masses are homogenous.
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